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	The story is the most powerful and most compelling form of human expression in Leslie Marmon Silko's novel Ceremony. Stories reside within every part of every thing; they are essentially organic. Stories are embedded with the potential to express the sublime strength of humanity as well as the dark heart and hunger for self destruction. The process of creating and interpreting stories is an ancient, ongoing, arduous, entangled, but ultimately rewarding experience. As Tayo begins to unravel his own troubled story and is led and is led toward this discovery, the reader is also encouraged on a more expansive level to undertake a similar interpretive journey. Each story is inextricably bound to a virtually endless narrative chain. While reaching an epiphanal moment, a moment of complete clarity, l is by no means guaranteed, by presenting Tayo as an example, Silko at least suggests there is fundamental worth in pursuing and creating stories.
	Silko counsels that the story's potential for good or ill should not be easily discounted or dismissed. She seems to understand all too well that human beings house both virtuous and vicious impulses; our stories are infused with both the sinister and the sublime. There is a unifying, mythical or archetypal realm which exists just beyond the scope of individual consciousness. Stories are tethered to and wound around this insubstantial place, and the power of each story is firmly rooted in this connection.  
The novel, presented as a series of disjointed, possibly problematic, narrative frames, attempts to draw attention to this fact. "...no word exists alone, and the reason for choosing each word had to be explained with a story about why it must be said this certain way. That was the responsibility of being human" (35). Each fragment is ultimately interconnected and interdependent within the structure of the novel as a whole. The most meaningful interpretation thus requires the ability to perceive a work in its totality as well as its relation to its individual parts. 
	Witchery, evil, seeks to create stories which promote separation and stagnation, however. White people and their stories become the focus of Silko's analysis of witchery. They are unwitting pawns in the process of destroying themselves as well as all others. "...white people are only tools that witchery manipulates...It was Indian witchery that made white people in the first place" (132). By erasing or obscuring connections, witchery gives voice to and exploits the fear of the unknown. "When they look/ they see only objects...They fear/ They fear the world/ They destroy what they fear./ They fear themselves" (135) Christianity and science are equally potent challenges to stories which promote a larger sense of community and tolerance. Where science replaces the need for stories, claiming to be "the true source of explanations", Christianity encourages "each person to stand alone" in relation to a life and a God far removed from the here and now (68, 94). The greatest weapon that witchery possesses is the ability to forestall change in order to dictate or orchestrate interpretation of any kind.  The paralysis and despairing desire of Tayo to become lost, anonymous, to vomit out "...all the past, all his life" when faced with seeming chaos, complex but stripped of mystery, points to the constant threat and influence of witchery (108).
	It is the actual process of unraveling as the stories unfold which liberates Tayo, though. Characters within the novel are simultaneously authors and interpreters of the stories of their existences. These stories are never completely finished and continue to make new demands upon those who engage them. This is an exceedingly difficult task. "It never has been easy" (150). Stories and the ceremonies they give birth to must reflect change if we are to survive mutual annihilation. "...those things which don't shift or grow are dead things...only this growth makes the ceremonies strong" (126). The vital element which witchery seeks to destroy is our ability to develop new and different methods of expressing unity. Tayo discovers in a sudden flash of insight toward the close of the novel that "He had only heard and seen the world as it had always was: no boundaries, only transitions through all distances and time" (246). Ironically, though these transitions, changes in the specific vernacular or ritual may be significant from generation to generation, the underlying theme remains constant: we are inseparable from the universe. "I already heard these stories before... only thing is the names sound different" (260). Within the self imposed boundaries of the text, each story creates new space for thoughts and emotions which are common to the human condition. Perhaps because the story houses the possibility for our ultimate destruction or redemption, Silko describes the story, its creation, its meaning, as the defining moment of humanity.
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